Safetyhub (Safetycare) has implemented a major video playback functionality improvement. If required, you can now ‘edit’ any Safetyhub video to meet your precise training requirements. This function is found under the ‘More Info’ – ‘Embed’ tab of each video on your landing page. You can add up to 6 start and stop time parameters to a video. You can also set a video to play in a loop. A unique direct link URL, or embed code is generated for the ‘edited’ video. This can be copied and pasted where required.

**Note:** Editing a video does not change the original Safetyhub video when accessed from either the Company Landing Page or Video Category. The edited video will only play when the new unique URL is used.

### VIDEO EDITING

After selecting ‘Embed’ on the video you wish to edit, you will see a new ‘Edit Video’ tab.

1. Enter a time where you want the video to **start** playing – In this example 1 minute, 30 seconds

2. Enter a time where you want the video to **stop** playing – In this example 3 minutes

3. You can add another five start and stop times if you wish. So, for example: Currently the video would end at 3 minutes, but you could add a start time of 4 minutes at ‘Start 2’. The result would be that the video would play from 1:30 to 3 minutes, then immediately from 4 minutes to the end of the video

4. You can choose to loop playback of a video

5. After setting these parameters, the Video URL and Embed codes incorporating your video edits can be found here. This means if you, for example, email the video link to someone, playback for them will reflect your edits above.